
THE GEM OF M'AKG'UFIN

Background
Deep in the dungeons of Queen Brunhilde lies the Gem of M'akg'ufin. Rumor has it that the gem can 
grant great magical power to its wielder. Whether or not the rumor is true, the gem is the size of a 
grapefruit and could easily be traded for a small queendom, and as a result many brave adventurers 
have attempted to liberate the gem from the Queen's clutches -- with no success as of yet.

Setup
Print the nine map tiles and cut them out. Shuffle them (or, if you have wisely chosen to attach them to 
a more sturdy surface than printer paper, randomize them as best you can), and lay them out in a three 
by three grid with their edges touching.

Place a token representing the Gem of M'akg'ufin at the upper edge of tile (2,3) (refer to layout.png for 
coordinates). Select four tiles randomly (roll a d6 divided by 2 and rounded up for the X value and 
again for the Y value) and place tokens representing mystery blips on the spots marked with Xs on 
those tiles. Select another four tiles randomly and place tokens representing objectives on the spots 
marked with Os on those tiles.

Finally, the player chooses where to deploy two heroines assaulting the dungeon. They can each be 
anywhere on the edge of the layout made up of tiles (1,1), (2,1), and (3,1).

Scenario Rules
The player has the first turn. The player's heroines are quality 4 and have no special rules.

After each model (player and enemy controlled) acts, check to see if any mystery blips have line of 
sight to the player's models (living, wounded, or dead) or to the enemy's wenchkins (living, wounded, 
or dead). If they do, replace them with the results of the following chart.

d6 Roll Result

1 Nothing

2 1 enemy henchwench (quality 2, no special rules)

3 2 enemy henchwenches (quality 2, no special rules)

4 2 enemy henchwenches (quality 2, no special rules)

5 3 enemy henchwenches (quality 2, no special rules)

6 A boss. Roll on the following table to determine what type.

d6 Roll Result

1 1 hero (quality 3, no special rules)

2 1 commander (quality 3, enemy team henchwenches never move randomly during their 
movement phases, enemy team henchwenches count as quality 5 when making quality tests 
to see if they stop fleeing)

3 1 witch (quality 3, attacks by breathing fire instead of normal melee attacks, drawing a line 



from her center to whatever point 4 inches from her center targets the largest number of 
enemies, randomly choosing when she has multiple valid targets)

4 1 assassin (quality 3, appears from the center of tile 2,1's board edge instead of from the 
blip)

5 1 executioner (quality 4, rolls twice on the injury table if she strikes an opponent)

6 1 champion (quality 5, no special rules)

Mystery blips act on the enemy turn. They move d6" in a random direction. This may cause them to 
move into line of sight of something that causes them to reveal themselves, and in turn cause other 
blips to reveal themselves; if this occurs, the models revealed do not act until their next turn.

When a player controlled model touches an objective marker, roll on the following chart.

d6 Roll Result

1 Nothing.

2 An ambush! Replace the objective marker with a mystery blip and reveal it immediately.

3 A grateful captive; replace the objective marker with a Slavekin (quality 1, resolve her 
attacks AFTER others instead of simultaneously) controlled by the player.

4 Executioner's axe; the model now rolls twice on the injury table when striking an opponent.

5 Healing potion; the model can spend the healing potion to revive a single wounded model 
she is in base contact with.

6 Flaming sword; the model's quality increases by 1.

Items such as the executioner's axe, the healing potion, and the flaming sword can be dropped, picked 
up, and passed to friendly models on their turns at no cost. The Gem of M'akg'ufin is an item and can 
be carried by any model. Models can carry infinite items, but item abilities are not cumulative (for  
example, a quality 4 model carrying ten flaming swords and twenty executioner's axes is quality 5 and 
rolls twice on the injury table when striking an opponent). Multiple healing potions allow multiple uses 
of the ability, however.

After the enemy turn, roll a d6. On a roll of a 1, an enemy patrol shows up. Place a mystery blip in the 
center of the edge of tiles (1,1), (1,2), or (1,3), chosen randomly, and reveal the blip if necessary.

The player wins if a player controlled model brings the Gem of M'akg'ufin to the player's deployment 
edge, and loses if all player controlled models are dead or wounded.


